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Shaolin Movie
Ahead of the release of a 2021 spin-off on 23 April, here's a primer on the mythology and storytelling of the Mortal Kombat universe.
The mythology of Mortal Kombat: How a 1992 video game spawned a globally successful franchise across media
He also has The Baywatch Movie next summer. While he's being sought for hot property Son of Shaolin, if Johnson wants a franchise Universal are ready to give him one - The Wolf Man. Previously ...
Can you see Dwayne 'The Rock' Johnson as the new Wolf Man?
Fake Bodyguard is the third comedy movie to feature in the Ultimate Online Cinema section this year following Dreams of Getting Rich and Shaolin Master. iQIYI's Ultimate Online Cinema features ...
Comedy Movie Fake Bodyguard to Premiere on iQIYI's Ultimate Online Cinema on March 26
The Top 20 Horror Movies Of 2019: Ready Or Not...Here They C... The Top 20 Horror Movies Of 2019: Tethered Terrors (Part I) 10 Movies That Blew Us Away In 2019 10 Moments In Star Wars: The Rise Of ...
Mortal Kombat Writer Teases Shaolin Monks And Special Forces For The Sequel
But there’s more, there are the Shaolin monks, there are the special ... all these great characters — and as much I wanted to put them in the movie, the story said to wait a minute because ...
New MORTAL KOMBAT Was Written as a Trilogy
He always made me finish the fight scenes very quickly. When the movie came out, it wasn't a success. Q: Shaolin Wooden Men, which you made for Lo in 1976, is a much better film. Do you agree?
Jackie Chan’s early movies: how martial arts superstar shaped his fighting style in Shaolin Wooden Men, The Young Master, and more
For his upcoming project “Hari Hara Veera Mallu”, the 49-year-old actor is practising Shaolin Kung Fu, one of the oldest, largest, and most famous styles of kung fu. Stunt choreographer Sham ...
Pawan Kalyan practices Shaolin Kung Fu for his warrior role in “Hari Hara Veera Mallu”
The new series follows a young woman, Nicky Shen (Olivia Liang) as she returns home to San Francisco after the murder of her Shaolin mentor. The series was an instant hit with viewers with the ...
Kung Fu Star Eddie Liu Talks the Responsibility and "Fun Adventure" of The CW Series
Oh, and the assassin who killed Nicky’s Shaolin mentor is after her ... have managed to put out two movies during the pandemic. Last November came HBO Max’s “Superintelligence,” about ...
Best new movie and TV picks of the week include ‘Kung Fu,’ ‘Hemingway,’ and ‘Thunder Force’
She’s forced to use her martial arts skills to protect her community, while searching for the assassin who killed her Shaolin mentor. For Christina M. Kim, a television writer and producer whose ...
The SF-set reboot of 'Kung Fu' on The CW flips the classic martial arts show's gender roles
While a big part of her return involves reconnecting with her family, she's also looking for the mysterious woman who murdered her Shaolin mentor. That mission turns out to be a mystery all its ...
Kung Fu: Eddie Liu Teases Nicky and Henry's Relationship
to meet Raiden and Shaolin monk Liu Kang (Ludi Lin), from whom he will learn about his true lineage and supposedly unlock his secret “Arkana” superpower. If that reads like little more than a ...
Mortal Kombat movie review: gleefully violent video game adaptation a treat for fans of game franchise
The idea for the movie came about in 2011, and by 2012, Kwan had already roped in Hong Kong filmmaker Lee Lik Chi (Shaolin Soccer) as chief director, and enlisted the help of local award-winning ...
Malaysian film Wira Wah pays tribute to teachers
Zack Snyder's Justice League didn't directly cause a huge influx in subscribers to HBO Max, but it's not as simple as that.
Zack Snyder’s Justice League Didn’t Bring In That Many HBO Max Subscribers
here's our list of some of the most anticipated movies of 2021. April 23rd - Mortal Kombat Mortal Kombat is a mysterious, intergalactic tournament of ancient martial arts. Shaolin Monk Liu Kang ...
Our Most Anticipated Movies in 2021
6 days physical and mental development based on the Shaolin tradition. Experience the daily life at the monastery together with the community of the Shaolin Temple Europe. Valid upon request and ...
Monastery on Time in the Shaolin Temple Europe
Huang Yuxuan (front) of Shaolin Tagou ice hockey team takes a training session in Shaolin Tagou Martial Arts School, Dengfeng City, central China's Henan Province, March 30, 2021. Shaolin Tagou ...
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